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Congressional Perspective on the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985

The Honorable Mike Synar†
with Vincent LoVoit†† &
Donald R. C. Pongrace†††

Congress enacted the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act (the "Act"),1 popularly known as "Gramm-Rudman,"2 as a response to towering federal budget deficits.3 As enacted, the Gramm-Rudman legislation would have reduced annual federal budget deficits by establishing maximum limits on the size of the budget deficit for each of the succeeding five fiscal years, ending with a balanced budget in fiscal year 1991.4 The legislation authorized the General Accounting Office (GAO) to estimate the projected deficit for the upcoming fiscal year, basing its determination on similar estimates by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO).5 If the GAO’s estimated deficit exceeded the maxi-
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mum permissible level, Gramm-Rudman required the President to make proportional reductions in spending for certain categories of federal programs.⁶

Gramm-Rudman was a highly controversial piece of legislation, which elicited criticism from Members of both Houses of Congress, the press, legal scholars, and the public.⁷ Many individuals voiced their concerns about which federal programs ought to be subject to the automatic cuts that Gramm-Rudman envisioned.⁸ Defense spending, public assistance, health care, and education all had champions fighting to protect them from Gramm-Rudman's automatic cuts.⁹ Few individuals, however, raised the concern that Gramm-Rudman was fundamentally flawed in that it improperly delegated congressional spending power to the executive branch and thus was unconstitutional.

This flaw, however, was apparent to certain Members of Congress, members of the press and others who believed that

⁶ See id. § 252, 99 Stat. 1037, 1072 (1985). See also Bowsher v. Synar, 106 S. Ct. 3181 (1986). The Court described the Gramm-Rudman budget cutting mechanism as follows:

If in any fiscal year the budget deficit exceeds the prescribed maximum by more than a specified sum, the Act requires basically across-the-board cuts in Federal spending to reach the targeted deficit level. These reductions are accomplished under the “reporting provisions” spelled out in § 251 of the Act, which requires the Directors of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to submit their deficit estimates and program by program budget reduction calculations to the Comptroller General who, after reviewing the Directors’ joint report, then reports his conclusions to the President. The President in turn must issue a “sequestration” order mandating the spending reductions specified by the Comptroller General, and the sequestration order becomes effective unless, within a specified time, Congress legislates reductions to obviate the need for the sequestration order.

Id. at 3182.


⁸ See, e.g., Letter from E. Phillip Riggin, Director, National Legislative Commission for the American Legion to U.S. Representatives (Oct. 25, 1985); Letter from Ray Denison, Director, Department of Legislation, AFL-CIO to U.S. Representatives (Oct. 21, 1985); Letter from Coalition on Block Grants and Human Needs (Jan. 1985); Letter from Lutheran Church of America to U.S. Members of Congress (Oct. 18, 1985); Letter from Consortium for Citizens with Developmental Disabilities (Oct. 18, 1985).

Gramm-Rudman unconstitutionally changed the basic structure of our government. My initial analysis of the bill persuaded me that, if enacted, it would unconstitutionally delegate the congressional spending power to members of the executive branch, thereby violating the doctrine of delegation. In addition, the Act required legislative officers to perform executive functions, thus violating the doctrine of separation of powers. Consequently, in the conference between the House and Senate on the measure, I insisted on the inclusion of a provision that authorized prompt judicial review of the bill's constitutionality.

On December 12, 1985, two hours after President Reagan signed the bill into law, I filed suit in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, challenging the Act's constitutionality on numerous grounds. On February 7, 1986, a special three-judge panel found the Act to be unconstitutional on the ground that it violated the principle of separation of powers. The district court panel rejected the broader argument that the Gramm-Rudman provision establishing automatic spending cuts was an unconstitutional delegation of a "core function" of the legislative branch and could not be delegated to another branch of government. On July 7, 1986, the United States Supreme Court upheld the district court's judgment on the same narrow ground.

Part I of this Commentary provides some perspective on the initial congressional consideration of Gramm-Rudman. Inasmuch as Gramm-Rudman remains the primary method by which Congress is addressing the problem of federal budget deficits, such insight should be helpful in illuminating the advantages and disadvantages of this budget-cutting mechanism. Part II examines the subsequent judicial consideration of the constitution-
ality of Gramm-Rudman. Reviewing the opinions of the district court and United States Supreme Court, this section focuses on what I believe was the mistakenly narrow ground for the Court’s declaration of the Act’s unconstitutionality. The final section addresses some of the implications that the Court’s narrow decision may have on the future of the federal budget process.

I. Congressional Consideration of Gramm-Rudman

Proponents of the Gramm-Rudman legislation first introduced the measure in the closing days of the First Session of the 99th Congress. They offered it on the Senate floor as an amendment to a measure, already passed by the House, which would raise the federal statutory debt ceiling — a “must-pass” bill. Due to the expedited manner in which Gramm-Rudman was offered, there were no hearings nor any committee action on the measure prior to its consideration by the full Senate.

After extensive negotiations between opponents and proponents of the debt-ceiling increase measure, the Senate approved the Gramm-Rudman amendment on October 10, 1985. Because the Senate measure was an amendment to a previously passed House bill, following Senate passage, the House requested a House-Senate conference committee. The House appointed conferees on Friday, October 11, 1985, and the Senate appointed conferees the following Tuesday.

The House of Representatives selected conferees from five

17. The usual process for Senate consideration of a measure is for a bill, upon introduction, to be referred to the committee of competent jurisdiction. It is then referred to the relevant subcommittee which holds hearings on the measure. The subcommittee then reports the bill to the full committee, which may then hold hearings of its own. The full committee then reports the bill. It is then brought to the Senate floor for full Senate consideration. See F. RIDDICK, SENATE PROCEDURES, PRECEDENTS & PRACTICES (1981).
18. See Wehr, supra, note 16, at 1787.
20. Id.
different House committees, as well as "at-large" conferees representing the leadership of the two parties.\textsuperscript{23} I was made a member of the conference committee because I sat on the House Committee on Government Operations which has jurisdiction over the Budget Act. Because I also sat on the House Committee on the Judiciary, I decided to focus on the legislation's constitutional problems. Significant as these constitutional problems may have been, they were not the overriding concern of many Members of Congress to whom Gramm-Rudman represented an efficient means of attacking the budget deficit.

Barraged by a growing call from the electorate for deficit reduction and frustrated by Congress' continued inability to meet the call, most Members either supported Gramm-Rudman outright or felt Congress had to respond dramatically in some fashion to the budget deficits. The Members were clear: unless an acceptable alternative were offered, they would support Gramm-Rudman. In searching for such an alternative, the House Democratic leadership realized that the automatic budget cuts proposed in Gramm-Rudman were a political \textit{sine qua non} for many Members.\textsuperscript{24} At the same time, according to many constitutional analyses, the automatic cuts made Gramm-Rudman unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{25} To my mind, therefore, the constitutional issues were the crux of the budget impasse and a test of the bill's constitutionality was essential.

On Friday, October 17, 1985, after a week of hurried analysis and internal debate among Members of both Houses, the full conference committee met. To help focus the conferees' attention on the constitutional issues, I asked Professor Laurence Tribe of Harvard Law School, to analyze these issues and I distributed his findings in which he echoed our earlier analysis with regard to the potential constitutional problems in the initial draft of Gramm-Rudman.\textsuperscript{26} He identified as one of the more sig-


\textsuperscript{26} See Letter from Laurence H. Tribe to the Honorable Mike Synar (Oct. 22, 1985) [hereinafter Letter from Laurence H. Tribe]. During the first day of the Gramm-Rud-
significant problems the trigger mechanism for Gramm-Rudman’s automatic budget cuts, which he found “almost certainly to be unconstitutional” on separation of powers grounds.27 He explained the constitutional difficulties of the Gramm-Rudman trigger as follows:

Giving such executive duties to a legislative officer is almost certainly unconstitutional. The Supreme Court unanimously ruled nearly a decade ago that, although Congress may designate its own agents to assist in the investigative tasks that support the lawmaking function, no-one who exercises power as an officer of the United States may be appointed by the legislative branch. *Buckley v. Valeo*, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) (per curiam). For the Court, the Constitution’s appointments clause is no mere matter of “etiquette or protocol,” but a vital structural check upon the power of Congress. *Id.* at 125.28

At the time of his analysis, the trigger mechanism in the Senate-passed measure consisted of budget-deficit estimates only from OMB and CBO.29 In this original Senate-passed version, no role was assigned to the GAO in the deficit-cutting process.30 The GAO’s role was first introduced after the conference broke down.31

---

27. *Id.*
28. *Id.*
30. *Id.*
31. *Id.* at H9838, S14908.
Although Congress was continually pressured by time constraints for enactment of legislation extending the federal statutory debt ceiling on which Gramm-Rudman was appended, the Department of Treasury consistently "found" sufficient funds to continue operating, giving Congress more time to resolve the Gramm-Rudman crisis. 32 Having additional time and recognizing the constitutional problems posed by the original Gramm-Rudman provisions, the House conferees decided to subdivide into smaller, informal task forces to study various aspects of the legislation and report back with recommendations on how best to resolve the problems posed. 33

During the few days given us to develop possible solutions to Gramm-Rudman's constitutional problems, our discussions made clear that the automatic budget cuts were the central issue. 34 Consequently, we focused our efforts on a means of incorporating a mechanism that would provide for such automatic cuts, while at the same time, avoid the constitutional infirmities of the original proposal.

As a compromise, the chairman of the task force on constitutional issues proposed a more logical budget process which resembled Gramm-Rudman, but which required an affirmative vote by the Congress before automatic cuts could go into effect. 35 In the event that the conference did not adopt the proposal, I suggested that we include a provision allowing for expedited judicial review of Gramm-Rudman's constitutionality. 36 I also pro-

32. See Letter from James Baker to Rep. Mike Synar (Oct. 22, 1985); see also Wehr supra note 16; N.Y. Times, Nov. 4, 1985 at B9, col. 3; Treasury Puts Off 'Drop Dead Day' to Nov. 15, 43 Cong. Q. 2148 (1985).
33. Representative Jack Brooks (D-Tex.) was made chairman of the task force that examined the constitutional issues posed by the original Gramm-Rudman proposal; I served on this task force.
34. See supra text accompanying note 24.
35. See Letter from the Honorable Jack Brooks to the Honorable Mike Synar (Oct. 25, 1985).
36. See Draft Amendment on Judicial Review (Oct. 19, 1985). Expedited judicial review of the constitutionality of the bill was requested because, absent a swift review, the courts would never have had the opportunity to consider the constitutional questions raised by Gramm-Rudman. Since the budget process is an annual occurrence, the first Gramm-Rudman cycle would have run before a final court decision would have been handed down in the normal course of review.

As a result, the political process would have either adapted to Gramm-Rudman, or fixed it. In either event, it would have been virtually impossible to unscramble the eggs
posed that we include a nonseverability clause which would have forced a court to strike down the entire Gramm-Rudman Act if the court found that any provision in the proposal was constitutionally flawed.\textsuperscript{37} The purpose of the nonseverability provision was to ensure that a reviewing court did not alter the legislation in an undesirable manner by selectively declaring only certain portions of the bill unconstitutional. Because support for an automatic budget-cutting mechanism was so strong, the task force chose to retain the original Senate budget-cutting mechanism, and recommend only those changes concerning expedited judicial review and the nonseverability provision. The House conference included these recommendations in their informal proposal to the Senate. The Senate conferees rejected the House proposal and the first conference on Gramm-Rudman dissolved in disagreement.

Because the debt-ceiling deadline continued to press on Congress, the House immediately began reconsideration on the House floor of the original Senate version of Gramm-Rudman.\textsuperscript{38} This consideration took the form of an amendment in the nature of a substitute, which became known as the “Democratic alternative.”\textsuperscript{39} The trigger mechanism in this proposal consisted of an estimate by CBO alone.\textsuperscript{40} In response to constitutional critics, the Democratic alternative also contained provisions for expedited judicial review and nonseverability.\textsuperscript{41} The House passed this bill on a partisan vote with only three defections.\textsuperscript{42}

The Senate took up the debt-ceiling measure as amended by the House and, after several days of debate and amendments, approved a new version of Gramm-Rudman on November 6, 1985.\textsuperscript{43} As an amendment to the House Democratic alternative,
the Senate agreed to include an expedited judicial review provision similar in concept to the one that I had previously proposed and which was included in the bill passed by the House. This was a significant amendment in that for the first time, both Houses had approved a judicial review provision. Thus, it was certain that if the bill were enacted into law, its constitutionality could be tested without undue delay. The Senate version differed from the House Democratic alternative in two significant ways. First, the Senate proposal amended the original Gramm-Rudman trigger mechanism which called for the GAO to develop its own estimate of the annual federal budget deficit, basing their determination on similar estimates by the CBO and the OMB. At the time, it was believed that the inclusion of GAO in the trigger mechanism would alleviate the constitutional concerns that had been raised in various analyses of the bill's constitutionality. Congress ultimately adopted this proposal as a suitable compromise.

Second, the Senate rejected the provision in the House Democratic alternative with regard to nonseverability. In its place, the Senate proposed the so-called "fallback" provision. This section provided that if a court were to find any portion of the trigger mechanism unconstitutional, the trigger mechanism would be replaced with a process whereby an affirmative vote by the Congress and presentment to the President would be necessary before automatic budget cuts could take place.

Once again, due to differences between the bills, the Senate asked for a conference committee to resolve the disparities. On November 6, the House appointed conferees and on November 7, the Senate did the same. The second conference committee convened on November 10, 1985.

Because the President was soon to leave for a summit meet-
ing in Geneva and the Treasury was on the threshold of techni-
cal default, Congress, on November 14, 1985, approved a short-
term debt-ceiling extension that would authorize the Treasury
to borrow funds sufficient to meet all obligations until approxi-
mately December 12, 1985. Fortunately, the conference com-
mittee was able to resolve the differences between the two ver-
sions of the bill before this deadline was reached, but only just
barely. With regard to the constitutional issues raised by
Gramm-Rudman's trigger mechanism, the House conferees es-
esentially agreed to the Senate proposal in which the GAO would
estimate the trigger. As to judicial review, the Senate conferees
also agreed to the House provision. The final conference agree-
ment was silent on the issue of nonseverability; however, it did
include the Senate's fallback provision, thereby implying to a re-
viewing court that the trigger mechanism was severable from the
rest of the bill.

Thus, the final conference compromise on the constitutional
questions regarding Gramm-Rudman's trigger mechanism in-
volved the following three aspects: 1) a trigger budget deficit es-
timate by GAO that would be based upon similar previous esti-
mates by both CBO and OMB; 2) an expedited judicial review
process for determining the statute's constitutionality before the
budget-cutting mechanism was fully implemented; and 3) a
fallback provision in the event a reviewing court should deter-
mine that any portion of the trigger mechanism was unconstitu-
tional.

Congress finally enacted Gramm-Rudman on December 11,
1985. President Reagan signed the Act into law shortly thereaf-
fer on December 12, 1985. Still concerned that the new law was
an unconstitutional delegation of the congressional spending
power, I filed suit two hours later in the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia challenging the new law's
constitutionality and seeking an injunction on its
implementation.
II. The Court Challenge

A. The Standing Issue

During the congressional debate on Gramm-Rudman, it had become increasingly apparent that Congress was determined to delegate its spending powers unconstitutionally. Consequently, I became convinced that a court challenge to the law was the only way to avoid an abrogation of the Constitution. It was for this reason that I worked to include the expedited judicial review provision in the final version of the Act. Expedition of the review cycle was crucial to avoid executing a full Gramm-Rudman budget-cutting cycle prior to a final decision as to the constitutionality of that process.

In conjunction with the question of expediting the review process, another troublesome question arose with regard to judicial review — standing. Would we be able to show sufficient injury-in-fact to support judicial action before automatic cuts were made? As with the question of expedition, we considered a statutory amendment granting us anticipatory standing. Such an amendment raised constitutional questions of its own. Although Congress clearly has the authority to waive judicial standing doctrines such as ripeness, mootness, and perhaps, political question, we were doubtful that amending the legislation to grant us standing prior to implementation of Gramm-Rudman cuts would, in and of itself, satisfy the article III standing re-


58. As suggested by Professor Tribe:
Every lawmaker's oath to uphold the Constitution imposes a duty to consider the constitutionality of Gramm-Rudman before voting on it. See U.S. Const., Art.VI. . . . Thus Congress cannot responsibly enact Gramm-Rudman without expressly providing for an immediate judicial test of the bill's validity through a civil suit brought by affected Members of Congress.

59. See supra note 54 and accompanying text.

60. See supra note 36.
quirement. I came to realize that to fulfill the standing requirement for purposes of a judicial challenge to Gramm-Rudman, more than a simple amendment to the legislation would be required.

After considerable research, a draft amendment was prepared which provided for an expedited review and attempted to cure the problem of standing. The draft language providing for anticipatory judicial review was nearly identical to the language that was ultimately enacted into law on December 12, 1985. With the standing question resolved as well as possible under the circumstances, we proceeded to file our complaint challenging Gramm-Rudman’s constitutionality immediately after the President signed the bill into law.

B. The District Court Proceedings

In our complaint, we alleged that the automatic deficit-reduction process was unconstitutional in two respects. First, and most importantly, we alleged that congressional delegation of control over the spending power to the Comptroller General constituted an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power. In addition, we alleged that the powers delegated to the GAO and the CBO — both of which we deemed to be legislative rather than executive agencies — could only be constitutionally

61. See U.S. Const. art. III. The district court’s analysis of the standing issue subsequently confirmed our concerns in this regard. See Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1380-82 (D.D.C.), aff’d sub nom. Bowsher v. Synar, 106 S. Ct. 3181 (1986). Interpreting Supreme Court decisions, the district court observed:

[T]he Court has repeatedly recognized that the concept [of art. III standing] entails certain basic requirements. . . . [A] party must allege a “distinct and palpable injury to himself.” . . . This injury must be a “particular concrete injury” . . . which must amount to “a claim of specific present objective harm or a threat of specific future harm.” . . . “[A]t an irreducible minimum, Art. III requires the party who invokes the court’s authority to [show] . . . that the injury ‘fairly can be traced to the challenged action’ and ‘is likely to be a favorable decision.”’

Id. at 1379-90 (citations omitted).

62. See infra text accompanying note 68.


66. Id.
assigned to executive branch officials.\textsuperscript{67}

We sought to fulfill the standing requirement of actual injury-in-fact by alleging in our complaint that the Gramm-Rudman Act: 1) interfered with our constitutional duties to enact laws regarding federal spending; 2) impaired our ability to perform our duties by requiring automatic reductions in our salaries, the salaries of our staff, and our office budgets; and 3) injured our constituents by causing automatic reductions in a variety of programs that benefitted them.\textsuperscript{68} We asked the court to declare that the automatic deficit-reduction process was unconstitutional and therefore, the President was without power to order spending reductions pursuant to the Gramm-Rudman Act.\textsuperscript{69} We also asked the court, upon striking down Gramm-Rudman's automatic budget-cutting mechanism, to declare that the fallback provision contained in the Act would govern the Gramm-Rudman budget process.\textsuperscript{70}

The National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU)\textsuperscript{71} filed a similar complaint shortly thereafter.\textsuperscript{72} The NTEU sought standing to sue on the ground that its retired members had been injured by the Act's automatic spending provisions, which had already operated to suspend cost-of-living adjustments that had been due to federal retirees on January 1, 1986.\textsuperscript{73} The two actions were consolidated on January 2, 1986.\textsuperscript{74}

Several other parties intervened in the suit to oppose our position. The Senate and the Comptroller General of the GAO both were granted leave to intervene as defendants shortly after our suit against the United States was filed.\textsuperscript{75} Subsequently, the Speaker and the Bipartisan Leadership Group of the United

\textsuperscript{67. Id.}


\textsuperscript{69. See Complaint, Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374.}

\textsuperscript{70. Id.}

\textsuperscript{71. The National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU) is an unincorporated association which represents the interests of both active and retired federal employees. Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1378 (D.D.C.) aff'd sub nom. Bowsher v. Synar, 106 S. Ct. 3181 (1986).}


\textsuperscript{73. Id.}

\textsuperscript{74. See Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. at 1378.}

\textsuperscript{75. See id. at 1378-79.}
States House of Representatives were also granted leave to inter-
vene as defendants in the action.76

We encountered our first hurdle in the suit on December 30, 1985, when the United States filed a motion to dismiss our ac-
tion on the ground that we had no standing to sue.77 The other
defendants joined in this motion.78 In essence, the defendants
argued that as Members of Congress, we had no more standing
to sue than any other citizen because our injury was nothing
more than a generalized grievance shared by all other citizens.79
They argued that we would not be injured to the extent required
by the Constitution for standing until automatic budget cuts ac-
tually had occurred.80

The three-judge district court panel subsequently rejected
the defendants' standing arguments.81 Noting that the judicial
review provisions contained in section 274 of the Act expanded
our standing to sue "to the full extent permitted by Article III,"
the court disregarded any of the so-called "prudential" limita-
tions on standing.82 The court held that as Members of Con-
gress, we had a personal interest in the exercise of governmental
powers. Gramm-Rudman would usurp these powers and suffi-
ciently injure this interest to confer standing.83 Thus, the court
found that we had been and would continue to be injured by the
automatic deficit-reduction process because it interfered with
our constitutional duty to enact laws regarding federal
spending.84

---

76. Id.
77. See Motion to Dismiss at 18, Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374.
79. See Motion to Dismiss at 18, Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374. The
defendants did not contest NTEU's standing to challenge Gramm-Rudman's constitut-
80. See Motion to Dismiss at 19, Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. 1374. For a
discussion of constitutional standing requirements, see supra note 61.
82. "Prudential" limitations on standing are limitations on standing which are not
strictly required by article III, such as the requirement that the plaintiff be within the
"zone of interests" protected by the statutory provision on which he relies. Id. at 1380
n.3.
84. Id. ("[T]he Act unconstitutionally gives to the Comptroller General and the
President formal power to amend or repeal appropriations legislation that was lawfully
passed, and thus effectively to nullify plaintiffs' votes on that earlier legislation.").
After disposing of the standing issue, the court considered the merits of our case. Noting that it was "strictly" unnecessary to do so, the court first addressed our arguments with regard to the issue of delegation. In our memorandum in support of our motion for summary judgment, we argued that the delegation of spending authority to the GAO under Gramm-Rudman was unconstitutional for several reasons. Primarily, the spending power was a core function of the legislature, and therefore, Congress could not delegate that power to another body. We argued that such delegation under Gramm-Rudman was excessive and unconstitutional. We also argued that Gramm-Rudman gave the GAO the authority to nullify past and future legislation based solely on an administrative determination; therefore, the Act constituted an undue delegation of the congressional power to legislate. In support of our contentions, we asserted that a broad delegation such as this must be supported by some rigorous principle of necessity which was not present in this instance because the GAO could provide no more expertise on the issue of deficit spending than Congress itself. Finally, we argued that Gramm-Rudman constituted an undue delegation of congressional power because it failed to provide sufficient standards to confine the exercise of administrative discretion and to provide for judicial review. The district court panel rejected each of these arguments in turn, preferring instead to strike down the

85. Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. at 1382-83. The court explicitly described its findings regarding the delegation doctrine as obiter dicta. Id. Thus, there is no binding precedent on the issue of unconstitutional delegation in the context of Gramm-Rudman. This will be significant should proponents of new Gramm-Rudman legislation succeed in enacting such legislation and a new constitutional challenge is mounted.


87. Id. at 21-22.

88. Id. at 27-31.

89. Id. at 32-34.

90. See Synar v. United States, 626 F. Supp. at 1382-91. The district court rejected the "core function" argument noting plaintiff's failure to cite a case in which the Supreme Court has held any legislative power to be nondelegable due to its "core function" status. The court held that judicial adoption of a "core function" analysis would be "effectively standardless" as no constitutional provision distinguishes between "core" and "non core" legislative functions. Lastly, the court determined that if indeed there were any nondelegable "core functions," there was no reason to include appropriations functions among them. Id. at 1385.

Rejecting the argument that the power to be allocated to administrative officials was
Act on the ground that it conferred upon the Comptroller General powers which are executive in nature and therefore violated the doctrine of separation of powers. 91

C. The Supreme Court Decision

The defendant-intervenors appealed this decision to the United States Supreme Court, 92 arguing that the three-judge panel misconstrued the Constitution as requiring that the duties assigned to the Comptroller General under the Act may be performed only by an officer serving at the President’s pleasure. 93 On appeal, we argued not only that the district court was correct as to separation of powers, but also that the district court had erred in holding that the Act did not unconstitutionally delegate congressional powers to the GAO.

On July 7, 1986, the Supreme Court affirmed the district court’s judgment. 94 The Court did not consider the question of whether we, as congressional plaintiffs, had standing to bring the action. Instead, the Court found standing to exist on the part of the sole NTEU member who had subsequently become a party to the suit. 95 On the merits, the Court held that the district court had correctly found that Gramm-Rudman violated the unconstitutionally excessive, the court noted that the delegation of similar broad authority has been upheld in past cases. The court also rejected the argument that a broad delegation of power such as this must be supported by some rigorous principle of necessity. The court acknowledged that in some delegation cases, the Supreme Court has recognized the necessity for the delegation, but this necessity refers only to “a strong utility and convenience” which the court found to certainly exist in this case. While necessity has been considered by the Supreme Court in upholding a delegation, lack of necessity has never been invoked to strike one down. Id. at 1386.

Lastly, the court considered the principal argument that because of the lack of standards and inherent imprecision of the duties conferred upon the administrators, the Act fails adequately to confine the exercise of administrative discretion. In this regard, the court held that the “totality of the Act’s standards, definitions, context, and reference to past administrative practice provides an adequate ‘intelligible principle’ to guide and confine administrative decisionmaking.” Id. at 1389.

91. Id. at 1391-1404.
92. Pursuant to § 274(b) of the Act, the appeal was taken directly to the United States Supreme Court. Pub. L. No. 99-177, tit. II, § 274(b), 99 Stat. 1037, 1098-99 (1985).
95. Id. at 3186 (“It is clear that members of the Union, one of whom is an appellee here, will sustain injury by not receiving a scheduled increase in benefits.”).
doctrine of separation of powers by investing executive powers in the GAO, a body that was under congressional control.\textsuperscript{96} Affirming the district court decision on this ground, the Court found it unnecessary to consider any of our arguments with regard to the delegation doctrine.\textsuperscript{97} By focusing so narrowly on the separation of powers issue, the Court left open the possibility that future congresses would attempt to "fix" Gramm-Rudman's constitutional problems by finding a new method for triggering automatic budget cuts that would not violate the principle of separation of powers. Recent developments indicate that this is precisely what Gramm-Rudman proponents propose to do.\textsuperscript{98}

### III. Prospects

Will Congress ever reduce the deficit now that the automatic trigger mechanism of Gramm-Rudman is gone? Some argue that Congress is too susceptible to pressure from special interest groups which advocate various spending programs. They seem to contend that short of a constitutional amendment to balance the budget, a line-item veto for the President, or some other gimmick, Congress will not act until disaster strikes the United States economy.

I do not agree with this view. The Founding Fathers built in a "check" on congressional activities — spending as well as others; that check is the ballot box. The Congress is responsive to the American people, but constituent pressure on members has not yet been strong enough to force a balanced budget. Pressure on Congress has been strong enough, however, to force substantial changes in congressional habits — changes in the direction of fiscal responsibility.\textsuperscript{99} Although these changes have been

\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 3186-92.

\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 3193 n.10.

\textsuperscript{98} At this writing, Senator Gramm is expected to offer an amendment to pending debt ceiling legislation which would give the authority for drafting sequestration orders to the Office of Management and Budget, an executive branch agency. In the House, Majority Leader Tom Foley is expected to propose that the President be given the option of signing sequestration orders prepared by the Comptroller General. Neither of these proposals attempts to resolve any delegation problems that existed with the original statute, and the Foley proposal arguably does not cure the problem of separation of powers.

\textsuperscript{99} More than half of the members of the 100th Congress were first elected with me in 1978 or since. The so-called "big spending" liberals are a thing of the past. Thus,
significant, they are not yet sufficient to resolve the problem of the growing federal deficit.

There are two key reasons why the ballot box system has not yet caused Congress to reduce the deficit. First, the problem has not yet become a pocketbook issue. In many parts of the country, the local economy has remained healthy despite the buildup of huge budget deficits. Consequently, voters have not focused on this abstract economic problem. In areas of the United States where the economy has not been good (e.g., the oil and gas producing states in the Southwest or the rural areas in the Southeast where textiles and agriculture dominate local economies), the voters have been able to attribute the blame for their economic maladies on specific, external causes such as OPEC, increased textile imports, and the national farm policy, rather than on federal budget deficits.

Second, rather than recognizing the reality that we must affirmatively address the problem, President Reagan has convinced many voters that it is possible for the economy to "grow out" of budget deficits. In addition, the President has effectively removed himself from the budget process by sending to the Hill each year a budget which is immediately described by members of both parties as "dead on arrival." Without the President's involvement, and worse, with the President promising economic recovery despite twelve-figure deficits, Congress alone cannot reduce the deficit to a manageable level.

My experience with Gramm-Rudman has taught me that we cannot legislate leadership. Gramm-Rudman was an attempt to insulate Congress from tough political decisions, thus removing accountability from the shoulders of Congress. Through this legislation, unelected, unaccountable bureaucrats would have been empowered to cut the federal budget. The bottom-line issue in congressional action on proposals providing new spending authority is rare and when Congress does consider such proposals, it is generally careful to identify either new revenues to fund such programs or offsetting budget cuts. A liberal Member of Congress from Philadelphia was elected Chairman of the House Budget Committee in 1984, and the first two budgets in his tenure as Chairman produced deficits less than the budgets approved by the Republican-controlled Senate. The dominant economic issue of the 1984 presidential election, and the first proposal made by the new House Speaker in 1987 upon his election, both concerned the need for new taxes to reduce the deficit.

100. In fact, the "dead on arrival" characterization has become so common that the OMB staff recently delivered the budget to Congress dressed in surgical garb.
the whole Gramm-Rudman debate was accountability.

The Supreme Court struck down the automatic Gramm-Rudman trigger on separation of powers grounds. I believe, however, that the true problem with Gramm-Rudman is the delegation of powers. Despite the Court's rejection of our delegation argument, the lower court did look favorably upon our assessment of the problem:

We observe, moreover, that although we have rejected the argument based upon the doctrine of unconstitutional delegation, the more technical separation-of-powers requirements we have relied upon may serve to further the policy of that doctrine more effectively than the doctrine itself. Unconstitutional delegation has been invoked by the federal courts to invalidate legislation only twice in almost 200 years, and the possibility of such invalidation, at least in modern times, is not a credible deterrent against the human propensity to leave difficult questions to somebody else. The instances are probably innumerable, however, in which Congress has chosen to decide a difficult issue itself because of its reluctance to leave the decision — as our holding today reaffirms it must — to an officer within the control of the executive branch.101

Clearly, Gramm-Rudman was an attempt “to leave difficult questions to somebody else.” The structure of our government, as established by the Constitution, serves as both a practical and legal limit on Congress’ ability to delegate powers. The Constitution demands that powers be delegated in a certain way, but even within the constitutionally permissible range of delegation, Congress can allow itself to go only so far. The political balance supports the constitutional balance.

Currently, there is discussion in the House of Representatives of possible amendments to Gramm-Rudman which would “cure” its constitutional deficiencies. Such a cure would require that the trigger mechanism be outside congressional control. While I would hope to avoid another challenge in the courts, I will oppose such legislation. Congress should abandon gimmicks and begin making the tough decisions. Since Congress reflects its constituents, the threshold task before us is to convince the

American people that federal budget deficits are a real and threatening economic danger. This is a political task which puts Congress in direct conflict with the President’s current economic program.

Our system of government is a dynamic system that ebbs and flows with changing politics. To work, it requires that Congress be accountable for its actions and responsive to the views of the American people. Whether Gramm-Rudman represents an unconstitutional delegation of powers or whether it violates the doctrine of separation of powers, Gramm-Rudman is still wrong. With that, Congress must do its job.